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DISCLAIMER
The Opinion, Belief, and viewpoints expressed by the various articles in this
 magazine donot necessarily  reflect the opinions, beliefs and viewpoints of
 Vsamanvay Magazine. All the content in the magazine has been verified.
 Magazine does not endorse or recommend any article, product , service or
information found within said articles. Magazine does not endorse any web-
site link provided in the any  section.

- VSamanvay Magazine



We at VESIM are profoundly happy to come up with  another splendid
 issue of ourmagazine, V-Samanvay. Today, communication is the key to
success in the modern world; it has to be current and timely. In  accord-
 ance with the same, we are bringing out V-Samanvay which will serve as
an epitome of  creative writing for all our stakeholders – faculties, stu-
dents, alumni, recruiters and well wishers. We are publishing V-Saman-
 vay to keep up with the changing environment and work methods. This
form of communication will keep us all  updated with current information
 and we invite contributions from all for the same. We are dedicated and
determined to make it the best communication magazine in terms of con-
 tent, presentation and on time publication for which we require you all to
support us significantly.

DR. SATISH MODH,
Director,  VESIM

DIRECTOR DESK



IN SEARCH OF TALENT

We, at VESIM, are happy to announce the release of another issue of VSaman-
   vay .
 Our team has worked relentlessly to bring this issue on time.  Students’ team
 was very proactive all the time and they tried to bring out best in given time
frame. Students has chosen their thoughts, innovations and creativity in writ-
ing. This is the right way and Art of Right Contact.

In VSamanvay , student follow their passion, discover that which is inborn and
 natural in them. They write their unique story, unique intellect and then they
present that uniqueness in innovative ways.
I congratulate to the  team of students and all the contributors who had contrib-
uted to bring out this issue .

Dr. Nisha Pandey,
Chairperson Of Centre of Excellence,
  Managing Editor , VESIM



We are  honored to be named editor of V’Samanvay for the Vivekanand
  Education Society’s Institute of Management Studies.Working on the VESIM’SEducation Society’s Institute of Management Studies.Working on the VESIM’S
 V’Samanvay was a memorable experience to me. Our team members  worked
hard to make this issue a possibility. We went  through some hard times  work-
ing under an academic  pressure of presentations, assignments & examina-
 tion. But with support of my team members, Dr. Nisha Pandey Ma’am & Prof.
  Mukund Madhav Tripathi Sir, it all  worked out in the end. This issue
 features VESIM students, faculty, friends, and alumni  who are impacting their
  world—from student committee of E-Cell to  students of Institute who are
entering in the vast world of  management & corporate.

Hope you enjoy it

Ms. Akshata Bodke,
MMS 1st Year,
  VESIM

Mr. Manoj Kale
  Student Head Of E-Cell and
Vsamanvay
MMS 2nd Year

“Sucess is the ability to go from failure to failure without
losing your enthusiam.”   -Winston churchill

Editor’s Choice
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Jeff Bezos

Big in
How to



Ecommerce
make

retailers launched their own e-commerce sites. However, two years later,
 the startup not only held up but also outpaced its competitors to become
the leading e-commerce leader. With low entry barriers and exponen-
 tially growing internet users, Jeff Bezos made the motto to “GET BIG
 FAST”. He started investing in new ideas and bought huge number of
   potential businesses.
 Bezos continued to diversify Amazon’s offerings with the sale of
 CDs, DVDs, electronics, clothes, toys.In 2003, when the rest of
the world was suffering from the dot com burst, Jeff was ag-
gressively foretelling the potential of internet.  Bezos en-
 tered Amazon into the tablet marketplace with the unveiling
 of the Kindle Fire in 2011. In December 13, 2013 he revealed
 a new, experimental initiative by Amazon called “Amazon
Prime Air”.

  In July 2017, Bezos briefly surpassed Microsoft founder Bill Gates to
 become the richest person in the world. Bezos’ worth of $90.9 billion
 was achieved with a surge in amazon shares. However, by the close
 of the market, Gates’ net worth climbed to $90 billion while Bezos
  had a net worth of $89 billion.

 Bezos was not always a billionaire titan. He has made more mistakes
 than anyone has ever in their lifetime, yet he only characterizes them
 as “bad choices”. Some of his bad choices were investments in
 Amazon toys, Amazon auctions, purchase of Junglee search engine.
 Bezos has lost billion dollars in them, but he learned, adapted and
   changed his course.
Successful Businessmen like Jeff Bezos shows that one needs innova-Successful Businessmen like Jeff Bezos shows that one needs innova-
tion to transform the world and experiments are the ultimate way to trans-
  late ideas into reality by learning from each failed experiment.



There's nothing in this world that fascinates
 me more than cars and mostly fast cars. The
drama those huge V8 and V10 configured In-
ternal Combustion engines create is un-
 matched. But wait! We need fuel to run those
mesmerizing machines.

Internal Combustion engines are notorious
 for the exhaust gases they emit. The main
 constituents being Carbon Dioxide, Sulphur
 Dioxide, Carbon Monoxide, Nitrogen Oxide
and particulate matter. This in turn are caus-
 ing adverse effects on our environment and
 health. Carbon Dioxide is the main culprit
 for Global Warming. Electric Vehicles on thefor Global Warming. Electric Vehicles on the
other hand do not emit any exhaust gases.-
 Going by facts, a diesel powered car, on an
 average emits 120gms of Carbon Dioxide
per kilometre. On a Single charge an Elec-
tric Vehicle, on an average, can cover dis-
 tances upto 80km, consuming 10kWh of
electricity.

 India has 5th largest coal reserves in the
 world. 60% of the total electricity generated
 is from coal powered thermal power plant,
 10% from diesel and natural gas powered
thermal power plant. Burning coal also gen-
 erates Carbon Dioxide as a byproduct. A
 thermal power plant emitts 973gms of
Carbon Dioxide per kWh of electricity gener-Carbon Dioxide per kWh of electricity gener-
 ated. An Electric Vehicle consumes 0.125
kWh of electricity per km

Relating the energy consumption of an Elec-
 tric Vehicle to the emissions of a thermal
 power plant, Electric Vehicles indirectly
emit 121.6gms of Carbon Dioxide per kilo-
 metre. This emissions figure matches with
 that of an Internal Combustion engine. As
for the facts go, we are heading in a wrong di-
rection.

We need to focus more on the ways of elec-We need to focus more on the ways of elec-
 tricity generation using non-conventional
 and renewable sources like hydroelectric
power, solar power, wind energy and nucle-
 ar power. It is only then we will be able to
 control the emission of Carbon Dioxide and
 other harmful gases into our environment.
Consequently ,these Electric Vehicles will
 prove to be a viable option in the future. We
 need to transform  our ideas and emphasize
 on the protection of our environment to
create a better place to live.

RAMAN SONAWNE
   MMS 1stYr (C)

ELECTRIC CAR HYPOCRISY



Kunal Sachde MMS 1st year (c)

Challenge

What has happened to the current generation of youngsters? Harm-
 ing selves for what, a game? They think it's cool or trendy to play
and complete the tasks, but what about their parents?

This game was created by Philipp Budeikin, he stated that his pur-
 pose was to "clean" the society by pushing to suicide those he
 deemed as having no value. Blue Whale is not a downloadable
   game, application or software. It's a social media phenomenon

which enters social media networks from secretive groups. Examples of social media phenom-
enon include the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge and the Harlem Shak.

This game consists of 50 tasks have to be completed in 50 days and Target audiences are the
 youngster facing depression, loneliness and ones who feel they are unworthy. Tasks are given
 by administrators and player must complete that task in a day. And once player started the
 game he /she can't leave the game in middle as administrators have all your personal details so
they would blackmail you of disclosing your secrets and also may harm you. The tasks includ-
 ed waking up at 4:20 A.M., climbing a crane, carving a specific phrase on the players own
 hand, poking a needle to the arm, standing on a bridge and roof, watch psychedelic and scary
 videos that administrator sends you and at end commit suicide. The player had to complete thevideos that administrator sends you and at end commit suicide. The player had to complete the
 task and take a picture of him as a proof that he did the task and send it to administrator. This
 game takes you in a different world and provides you a new identity. Tasks are repetitive,
brutal, adventurous & psychic. Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Portugal, Russia, Spain, United-
States are some major countries which have witnessed deaths by this game.
  
The brain behind Blue Whale suicide game has been jailed for three years in Russia for inciting
 young people to kill themselves. Just 3 years for taking lives of youngsters and ruining their
 parent's life? I don’t think so it's enough for the man who shattered dreams, passion, and
future of many people.

The government has directed top internet platforms - Google, Facebook, WhatsApp, Insta-The government has directed top internet platforms - Google, Facebook, WhatsApp, Insta-
 gram, Microsoft and Yahoo - to immediately take down any links leading to the deadly game.
 Also, schools are creating awareness to their students and parents about these harmful
 games. The need of the hour is to address the alienated feeling of youngsters who are going
through emotional turmoil and depression. These situations require help by mental health pro-
 fessionals to analyze the root cause and get youngsters motivated and feel positive about their
    life.
 .



SAVITRIBAI
PHULE
If you have no knowledge, have

no education,
 And you yearn not for the same,
  You posses intellect but work not

on the same,
   How then can you be called a

Human Being?Human Being?
Birds, Animals, Human Beings too,
All go through Life and Death,

But if you gain no knowledge about this,
  How then can you be called a

Human Being?

Ayesha Deherker MMS 1st Year (C)

SAVITRI  BAI PHULE



Initially, nine girls enrolled as students, everyone belonged to different castes. Savitribai
 Phule used to leave for the school early in the morning carrying extra pair of saree. People
 used to abused her, used to throw pelts and Cow dung cakes to stop her from going to
 school.Inspite of this, Savitribai Phule continued. Orthodox Society was not prepared for
 this Misadventure; as women education was frowned upon. Savitribai Phule continued with
teaching the girls despite of all the oppositions from the society.  Slowly and Gradually, Sav-
 itribai established herself.Latershe founded more schools in Pune,Satara and Ahmednagar.
 SavitriBai supported each activity in which her husband was engaged. After his death sheSavitriBai supported each activity in which her husband was engaged. After his death she
 took over the charge of Satya Shodhak Samaj founded by Jyotiba. Savitribai Phule Worked
 Enormously for Social Reform. During this time of epidemic, Savitribai Phule herself fed
 around two thousand children. However, Savitribai Phule also suffered from the disease and
  passed away on 10 th March,1897.

 The support, cooperation and companionship that Savitribai gave Jyotirao throughout his
life is extraordinary. The ideal of equality between men and women and peaceful companion-
 ship that they have set, transcends the limits of time and space. The path-breaking work
that they did in the fields of education, social justice, eradication of caste and the eradica-
 tion of priestly power illuminates not only the past but also the present. It is a contribution
 without parallels even in the present times. This legacy of Savitribai will continue to enrich
  our lives forever.

“Education is the path, for people to walk;
For education grants humanity.

Freeing oneself from animal-like existence.”
On this Teacher’s day, Let’s pay tribute to

SavitriBai Phule.



1) MoU between Konkan Railway Corporation
 Limited (KRCL) and Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology, Zurich.

2) MoU between Ministry of Railways and Fed-2) MoU between Ministry of Railways and Fed-
eral Department of the Environment, Trans-
 port, Energy and Communications of the
 Swiss Federation on Technical Cooperation in
Rail Sector.

Both countries agreed to enhance the busi-
 ness to business cooperation and are working
on new bilateral investment treaty.

Venkaiah Naidu Swears In As New
Vice-President Of India.

NEW DELHI:  Venkaiah Naidu took oath on 11th
 August 2017 on 11 August 2017 at Darbar Hall,
 Rashtrapati Bhawan, New Delhi as the 13th

 vice-president of India in Hindi in the name of
 god.Previously, Naidu served as the Minister of
 Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation, Urban
     Development and
Information and
 Broadcasting in
the Modi Cabinet.

Sankalp Se Siddhi – New India Movement from 2017 – 2022 by Ministry of Culture

“Sankalp Se Siddhi” (Attainment through Resolve) programme is a new initiative launched by PM Naren-
 dra Modi for a New India movement from 2017 to 2022. This program aims to bring in many changes in
 the country for the betterment of country’s economy, citizens, society, governance, security and other
verticals.
Following are the main objectives of the Sankalp Se Siddhi Program:-

1) Poverty-free India                                                                                   2) Clean India
3) Terrorism-free India                                                                               4) Communalism-free India
5) Casteism-free India                                                                                6) Corruption-free India

Cabinet approves MoU on India-Israel
  Industrial R&D and Technological

Innovation Fund

Justice Dipak Misra sworn in as 45th
Chief Justice of India

Justice Dipak Misra (64) sworn in as the 45th
Chief Justice of India (CJI). He was adminis-
 tered the oath of office by President Ram Nath
Kovind at the Rashtrapati Bhawan.
 He succeeds Chief Justice J S Khehar. He will
 have tenure of 14 months and will demit office in
  October 2018. He is
third person from
Odisha to be appoint-
ed the CJI, after Jus-
 tices Ranganath Misra
and G B Pattanaik.

CURRENT AFFAIRS

The MoU envisages promotion of bilateral In-
dustrial R&D and Innovation cooperation be-
 tween both countries in fields of science and
technology by extending support to joint pro-
 jects for innovative or technology-driven new
or improved products, processes or services.
Such collaborative projects will lead to af-
 fordable technological innovations in focus
 areas of mutual interest such as agriculture,
water, energy and digital technologies.



August 29: International Day Against Nuclear Tests

The International Day Against Nuclear Tests was observed across the world on 29 August with an
 aim to raise awareness about the effects of nuclear weapon test explosions or any other nuclear
 explosions. Observance of the day seeks to promote peace and security world-wide and calls for
urgent need to prevent nuclear catastrophes to avert devastating effects on humankind, environ-
 ment and the planet. It also highlights urgent need for cessation of nuclear weapons as one of the
means of achieving the goal of a nuclear-weapon-free world.

Government to launch Deep Ocean
Mission

The Union Ministry of
 Earth Sciences
 (MoES) is going to
 launch Deep Ocean
 Mission by January
2018 to spur re-
 search activities in
  ocean science and
develop technology to harness ocean resourc-
es. The proposed inter-ministerial and interdis-
 ciplinary project aims to explore and harness
 mineral resources beneath the ocean floor.
The mission is intended to harness ocean re-
 sources in responsible way and play important
 transformative role in prosperity and security
of the nation. It will also seek to create jobs
and business opportunities in ocean science.

 
 Agency (IAEA) opens world’s first
  low Enriched Uranium bank in

The bank is owned
 and managed by
 IAEA. It will be the
 first of its kind LEU
 bank not to be under
control of any indi-
 vidual country. The
  IAEA also manages

123 tons of uranium in Angarsk, Russia but
it is under the control of Russian govern-
 ment. The LEU Bank has reserve capacity
to store 90 tons of LEU, the essential ingre-
dient needed to make the fuel for light-wa-
ter nuclear reactors, which generate elec-
 tricity. This reserve is enough to fully load a
light-water reactor capable of supplying
electricity to a large city for three years.

Government to release new industrial policy

The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) under the Commerce and Industry Min-
istry is going to release a new industrial policy by October 2017.DIPP has adopted consultative ap-
proach for formulating industrial policy by setting up six thematic focus groups. These six themat-
 ic areas are Manufacturing and MSME, Technology and Innovation, Infrastructure, Investment,
Trade and Fiscal Policy, Ease of Doing Business and Skills and Employability for Future.

The policy will aim to attract $100 billion of FDI in a year, up from $60 billion in
 2016-17. It will also aim at retaining investments and accessing technology. It
will also ensure that it facilitates greater technology transfer, leverages strate-
 gic linkages and innovation. It will incorporate measures to facilitate use of
 smart technologies such as the internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence
(AI) and robotics for advanced manufacturing.

To mark this day, various events were organised across the world such as sym-
posia, conferences, exhibits, competitions, publications, instruction in aca-
demic institutions.



Every woman has different set of skills and
 so do men. Altogether, women have skills
and qualities which men simply don't pos-
 sess. At the time when women are working
 shoulder to shoulder with men, we have to
 move ahead and explore these skills and
qualities of women. In the era when every In-
dustry and Organization is aiming to opti-dustry and Organization is aiming to opti-
mize the processes and improve their effi-
ciency, it is only the Human Resource optimi-
zation that is being left back.

We need to identify the potential of women
 so that it could be constructively used for
 the further improvement of our society. This
 could be done only when women try to
 achieve goals in their own way and start to
 explore new possibilities. They should start
 benchmarking the entire system. And this is
 what the coming generations should bewhat the coming generations should be
 taught instead of comparing women with
men now and then. And this is the knowl-
edge Women Empowerment Cell must be im-
parting to the coming generations.

Raman Sonawne MMS 1st Yr (C)

The British East India Company started
 ruling India with direct control from 1858.
Along with their rule came schools and edu-
 cation system. It was the time when people
of India were held by their superstitious be-
 liefs. It was the time when women went Sati.
It was the time when babygirls were consid-
ered evil omen by the society.

 Amidst these beliefs rose a woman who
 fought for the women's rights in India during
 British rule. It was Savitribai Phule. She was
 the one to start teaching girls and build
 schools for girls. She was supported by her
 spouse, Jyotiba Phule. She was abused by
the people for taking a stand against the soci-
 ety and system. But she never quit. She wasety and system. But she never quit. She was
the pioneer of Women Rights in India.

 125 years down the line, my sisters are loved
 more than anything else in my family.
 Women count at my Institute surpasses Men
count. In every other aspect, women are no-
where lagging behind men. We are at the pin-
 nacle of a successful reform that started
 125 years ago. Come today, we are still stuck
 with the Gender Equality philosophy. It is
 time for us to break the stereotype and
 evolve. We need to stop comparing women
with men. Every time we do so, we are dilut-
ing the skills and qualities a women has.



As many Think tanks from various countries
 are stating that 21st century will be of Asia.
 Tiger and Dragon both are trying their best
to claim the position of being powerful coun-
 try in Asia. In race of being powerful country
in Asia, China is using each and every possi-
 ble way to blackmail India. As we all know
about recent dispute of Doklam, The Chi-about recent dispute of Doklam, The Chi-
 nese state media mouthpiece Global Times
 said military action is inevitable if Indian
 troops do not withdraw from china’s soil in
 Doklam. Also Beijing has issued another
 threat asking what would India do if china
enters Kashmir or the Kala-Pani region in Ut-
tarakhand.
  
 Stepping ahead of Chinese media, Wang
 Wenli, who is one of the officials in china’s
 ministry of foreign affair asserted “Indian
 side has also many tri-junctions. What if we
 use the same excuse and enter the Kala-Pani
 region between china, India and Nepal or the
Kashmir region between India and Paki-
stan.”stan.”

 Kala-Pani is tri-junctional area where the
 strategic military positions of India, China
and Nepal meets. It has been held by Indo-Ti-
 betian security forces since 1962 war with
 china, although it lies on the western border
 of Nepal. So to have respected border is an
 emotional issue for Nepal as they are very
 conscious of the fact that they lost nearlyconscious of the fact that they lost nearly
 one-third of their land to the British raj in the
 1816’s Sagauli treaty during which British raj
 mentioned that kali river would be western
border between India and Nepal.

 In the dispute, India is claiming Kala-Pani as
a part of Pithoragarh district in the Uttara-
khand state by pointing at the old British sur-
 veys and maps. The other major reason
 behind the claim of India is that the major
 part of Pilgrim-cum-Trade route between
 India and Tibet is on the west bank of kali
 river and crosses briefly to the east bank of
kali river at Kala-Pani point.

On the other hand, Nepal is claiming Ka-
la-Pani as a part of Darchula district by point-
ing at the maps from 1816 to 1860 and docu-
  ments to sup

AKASH PATANKAR
MMS 1st Year (B)

WHY CHINA
 MENTIONED
 KALA-PANI
 DISPUTE IN
 DOKLAM
STAND-OFF?
port their claim of Kala-Pani region, they are
 declining the claim of India on Kala-Pani by
 stating that the Kala-Pani is on east bank of
Kali river and only minor part of the Pil-
 grim-cum-Trade route between India and
 Tibet crosses to the east bank of Kali river.
 In August 2015, hundreds of Nepali students
 associated with AKHIL NEPAL KRANTIKARIassociated with AKHIL NEPAL KRANTIKARI
 SANGATHAN (ANKS) and NEPALI MAOIST
 PARTY (NMP) held a demonstration at
Darchula
.
 Despite this dispute, the India-Nepal border
 is still open for both Nepalese and Indians so
 that they can move freely across the border
without passport and visa as well as Nepa-
lese are allowed to work in Indian govern-
 ment institute (except in some States and in
 some civil services like IAS, IPS, IFS). The
Deputy Prime-Minister of Nepal Krishna Ba-Deputy Prime-Minister of Nepal Krishna Ba-
 hadur Mahara stated that Nepal will remain
Neutral and won’t take anyone’s side in In-
dia-China stand-off

 India and Nepal should solve this Kala-Pani
 dispute as soon as possible. If China attacks
 on Kala-Pani region then it would not be
easy for Nepal to prevent China from con-
 quering the kala-Pani region and using it
against India and Nepal as the National secu-
rity of both countries won't be tolerated.





- Prasoon Shukla MMS 1st year (C)

total MNC revenue grew at a compound
 annual rate of 18%—faster than the overall
 economy. By 2014, the top two MNCs were
 Maruti Suzuki and Samsung Electronics Co.
 Ltd, each accounting for just around 5% of
 total MNC revenue while HUL’s share
 dropped to roughly 4%. Moreover, firms from
 many more countries came to the fray, withmany more countries came to the fray, with
South Korea establishing a significant pres-
ence—as one can ascertain from Sam-
 sung’s success—alongside the US and
Japan, while the pre-eminence of the UK sig-
nificantly diminished.

Over the years, the business reasons draw-
 ing multinationals to India have evolved, and
 based on their market focus, MNCs can be
 grouped into three distinct categories: those
 that look on India as an end market, treat it
 as a center for back-office functions, or as a
 global business hub (including for exports).
 More recently, a number of MNCs have gone
 to the next level, positioning India both as a
 business hub serving global clients and as a
 base for exports. Most such companies are
automobile or consumer durables manufac-
 turers. Hyundai Motor Co., for example, is
 now India’s second largest car maker and
 looks at India as an export hub for other
emerging markets.
     

India joined the club of trillion-dollar econo-
 mies six years ago and it will undoubtedly
 double its size to 2 trillion dollars because of
 economic reforms and globalization in early
1990s, but some numbers still remain disap-
 pointing. More than 40 percent live on little
 more than $1.00 per day and more than 25
percent live below the national poverty line.
 The government should pay close attention
and take the necessary steps to reduce ine-
 qualities so everyone can enjoy economic
 growth evenly, especially people living in
 rural area. The government should promote
the manufacturing sector for future econom-
ic growth, in order to reduce dependency on
 IT and the service industry,  and divert future
investments to the rural areas of India to de-
crease urbanization and increase employ-
ment in small towns and villages.

MNCs can not only overcome business chal-
lenges, but also succeed in India.



Soulful Search

The road is big for exploring
 The destination I'm searching
for
The sun is soo dull
Brightness around I'm search-
ing for
Sky's full of stars at night
 The moonlight is what I'm
searching for
  Face is full red with anger
A smile for me I'm searching for
There's crowd around me walk-
ing along
 A soul of my friend I'm searching
for
Spark of re is missing in dark
Myself in me I'm searching for ...

Vaishanvi Khairnar
MMS 1st Year (C)



A life where all are same yet different
A life where no one is for any one
  A life where happiness is seeing
someone crying
 A life where being good is considered
as buttering
  A life where speaking truth isA life where speaking truth is
considered  rude
 A life where friends are replaced after
use
A life where trusting is soo difcult
 A life where you face a new situation
daily
 A  life where words don't dene peopleA  life where words don't dene people
but action do
  A life where emotions are least
considered...

Yeah I'm learning to live
  Coz happiness is learning to live every
day...

Learning to Live



HUMAN
 GODS
 WITH NO
HUMANITY

to rescue him. When he reached the hospi-
 tal, he went straight to the hospital, and saw
 the doctor seated in his room and he handed
 him the ambulance keys. The doctor looked
 up at him and asked what is the matter. The
 driver replied, “Sir, today a young boy died in
 my arms when I could have rescued him.I
 joined this institution not only for money but
 also to get satisfaction that through my
 work, I will also be rescuing a person’s life
and not take a life”. He left the room resign-
 ing from his job. The doctor snorted with
 laughter. After a while, the ward boy entered
 the cabin with the dead guy’s phone and
 asked whether he should report about his
 death to his family. The doctor with a scorn
told, “I have not hired you to give me per-
 ished assets, go and do your work. When his
 family doesn’t find him, they will call on his
phone and then you can do your social ser-
  vice.
              In the evening, a call came from Kash-
 ish’s phone and as the ward boy picked up
 his phone to answer, he became numb. The
 call showed a picture of Kashish with
  "Pappa" written on it.
              So, this isn’t the first story where we
 have seen some doctors being greedy for
 money to the extent of killing humans. The
 worldwide known singer Michael Jackson’s
 death was also because of the greediness
 of a doctor for money over his patient’s life.
 Hospitals are losing its hospitality just to
  earn scandalous amounts of money.earn scandalous amounts of money.
            

A young man named Kashish was driv-
ing bike with a lot of dreams for his new com-
 pany that he was about to join that day. He
 had become a manager at the age of 25. He
 was peaceful and happy because he was
 able to make his parents proud. His thoughts
 were interrupted with a sudden screech of a
car which was racing towards him. In the
 very next moment, he was thrown out of his
 bike to the road with another truck going
 past him. Blood started gushing out of his
 mouth and his hand was separated from his
 body. An outburst of crowd gathered around
to watch him die with sympathy.

 After sometime, an ambulance was called
 and he was put into the ambulance by the
 ward boys. Seeing the guy in a critical stage,
the driver of the ambulance called in the hos-
 pital where he was working and asked the
 doctor whether he could take the boy to a
 nearby hospital so that his life could be
 saved. But the doctor did not agree andsaved. But the doctor did not agree and
forced him to bring the injured guy to his hos-
 pital itself due to his greed of earning
 money. As the driver was on his way to the
 hospital, the injured guy Kashish held out his
 hand to reach the driver and told him in a low
 voice, “Bhaiya, if you see my father, tell him
 that I love him a lot and he’s the best dad”
 and with those words, he breathed his last..
 Kashish’s last words tormented him and he
    felt a sense of agony within him for not able



Another recent case which we all must have
heard just days before our 70th Independ-
 ence Day is the Gorakhpur tragedy where 23
 children died in a single night and 70 in a
 week due to alleged discontinuation of
 oxygen supply by a private contractor due to
 non-payment of dues by the state run BRD
  hospital.

  However, not all doctors are greedy. Some However, not all doctors are greedy. Some
 doctors like Kafeel Ahmed are a pride to our
 society who saved as many lives as possible
 with his own money and effort, but their
 effort is brought to ashes by some doctors
 who do such criminal activities. People Like
 Kafeel Ahmed need to be appreciated for the
 kind of effort and it should be a motivationkind of effort and it should be a motivation
 for all the doctors in the world to be sensitive
and dedicated to their work rather than cre-
 ating fake reports and allegations against
such works.

So where is our country heading? Have we
 really achieved Independence even after 70
years where people are still meant to sacri-
 fice their lives? Earlier they were sacrificed
 for freedom and now it is for politics and
greediness of money. The money that govern-
 ment might give as compensation is never
 going to compensate for their child they lost.
 Doctors pay huge amount of fees and study
 in medicine and then they loot and try to
 make up for their money through various
  means. We come across various instances

where some doctors perform surgical opera-
 tions without any necessity or removing and
 selling organs of patient’s bodies without
 their knowledge. Why have these doctors
 failed to lack sensitivity and humanity in the
profession that requires the most of it. We In-
 dians, respect doctors a lot and yet this is
how we are paved off for our gratitude and
 respect for them. Very few in our country
 are privileged to become a doctor & save
 human lives. Yet this a very sad fact of India
 today that some doctors themselves
 become Yamdhoots.  It’s high time that
 these doctors consider their job as not a
 ruthless business but that of a life-savingruthless business but that of a life-saving
job.

Serin Johny
  MMS 1st Yr
Div - C



Shweta Devkhile MMS 1st Yr (C)

Just a few days back, MMS FY induc-
tion programme took place at our col-
 lege and the newbie’s got the slight
hint of what they are about to ex-
 plore. Interactive sessions were held
 and I observed that many of us are
here to surmount different challeng-
es. A common challenge that I no-
ticed was the fear of public speak-
 ing. In this arena of management
 world it is necessary that this fear
 should be beaten as the budding
 managers will have to assert their
opinions, conduct the board meet-
ings, convince the people, put forth
 their ideas, presentations and do
much more.
  
 So while surfing I came across this
 wonderful TED talk by Animesh
 Gupta on how to fight the fear of
public speaking. He used Neurolin-
 guistic Programming which is a
 unique dialogue technique to make
 his talk influential and interesting.
 And I was very much convinced byAnd I was very much convinced by
 his techniques and ideas that he put
 forth. How to tackle this fear? Why is
 this fear getting bigger and bigger
 than faith in self in many cases? All
 these questions are answered in this
inspirational ted talk which I will brief-
ly explain.

 Instead of conquering, most people
 think of escaping the stage fright
 and try to find way in their comfort
zone with the help of procrastina-
 tion. The most common fears are
 what if I forget the content? What if I
stumble due to non fluency in Eng-
lish? Problem can be tackle by read-lish? Problem can be tackle by read-
 ing newspaper which will help to
 build the confidence. People are
 going to test your confidence and
  ideas, and not English.

To push yourself out of cocoon is para-
 mount. If someone puts a gun on your
 parents head and asks you to speak on
 stage, undoubtedly you will go and
 speak because these are life and death
 circumstances. When you will speak
 publicly every time, each time you will
 develop little confidence, and gradually
 your fear will convert into confidence.
 When this fear takes control, you can't
 present your ideas, consents and
 thoughts. Eventually, credit gets stolen,
ideas are taken away and there is no re-
  spect left per se.

Indeed you are going to be nervous on
 stage; your heart will be pounding
 faster with butterflies in your stomach.
 Nonetheless, you will gradually build
 that nervousness into confidence. After

 all it is rightly said, "We don't grow up
 when things are easy, we grow when we
  face challengesface challenges".
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 Management is a process of controlling or
 administering an organization or group of
 people. Excellent management skills help in
effective handling of situation and in achiev-
ing a smooth administration.

  Though Shivaji Maharaj lived almost 300
 years ago yet his ideas and policies which he
 applied during his administration were quite
 modern. His management skills are clearly
 visible through the fact that he maintained
 and attracted loyal followers. As a quote by
 'Vishnu Shastri Chiplunkar’ Shivaji Maharaj
 not only represented the Marathas or thenot only represented the Marathas or the
 Marathi language, not only a name of duty or
 responsibility, but was a leader in real sense
 with outstanding intelligence and effective
leadership.

  Here is a great example where Shivaji Maha-  Here is a great example where Shivaji Maha-
 raj has put all his managerial skills to form
 Swaraj. After the dramatic death of Afzal
 Khan in the hands of Shivaji, Aurangzeb
 sent his uncle, Shaista Khan as viceroy of
the Deccan with a large army to defeat Shiva-
 ji. In January 1660, Shaista Khan arrived at
Aurangabad and quickly advanced, seizing
Pune, the center of Shivaji’s realm. He cap-
 tured the fort of Chakan and Kalyan and
 north Konkan after heavy fighting with the
 Maratha. Shaista Khan brutally ruled the
region for more than 3 years while Shivaji pa-
 tiently waited for the right opportunity. On
the evening of April 5, 1663, a wedding party
Shivaji and many of his nearly 400 men dis-
   guised as the bridegroom’s procession

members entered Pune. Others entered in
 small parts dressed as laborers and soldiers
 of Maratha generals serving Shaista Khan.
After midnight, they raided the Nawab’s com-
pound and then entered the palace in an at-
tempt to assassinate Shaista Khan. The Mar-
 athas broke into the courtyard of the palace
and slaughtered the palace guards. Shaista
 Khan lost three fingers in a skirmish with
Shivaji, while his son was killed in an encoun-
 ter with the Marathas. Taking advantage of
 the confusion and darkness, the Marathas
 escaped the palace and Pune, despite the
widespread camping of Mughal forces. Shiv-
aji escaped to SinhGad while enticing
 Khan’s army on a wild chase to a mountain
 pass in Katraj. Shocked by the sudden and
bold attack in Pune, Aurangzeb angrily trans-
 ferred Shaista Khan to Bengal. Within 3 days
 of Shivaji’s attack, Khan left Pune! The
 attack reconfirmed Shivaji’s leadership
 skills in terms of great planning and leading
from front in adverse situation.

Shiva’s Era
M anagement



Shivaji Maharaj always thought ahead of
 time and as such he always implemented
 his plans and decision making in mind.
 Weather it was providing affordable loans
 to the farmers, appointing officers on key
positions or promoting commerce and pro-
viding business he was the one who creat-
 ed the base of management in the 16th
century.

 The concept of having cabinet ministers
in today modern democracy has devel-
 oped from Shivaji’s Ashtapradhan Mandal
which again shows his effective manage-
 ment skills in administration with just firm
 hand. Many basic and eminent principals
 of management such as division of work,
centralization, discipline, initiative, ration-centralization, discipline, initiative, ration-
al decision, communication skills, adminis-
 tration skill motivation, innovation and
much more were applied by Shivaji Maha-
 raj some 260 years ago. He was also
 known as ‘Father of the Indian Navy’ or ‘A
  king in its real sense’.

Shivaji Maharaj has land a platform of an
 effective management highly applicable
 and ideal in today’s 21st century. Shivaji’s
management skills are definitely notewor-
thy.



KUNAL SACHDE
  MMS 1st Yr (C)

DIKSHA NANWANI
  MMS 1st Yr (B)
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“The more we come out and do good to others, the more our hearts will be
purified, and God will be in them.”
                                                                                                                                                Swami Vivekanand

 ”



SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP ROUND TABLE
 DISCUSSION ON INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

  OF SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP.

Preambles

During discussions in International confer-During discussions in International confer-
 ence on Social Entrepreneurship and social
 responsibilities: A sustainable approach to
 Economic growth (IC 17 VESIM), Feb 2017, it
 was felt that Social entrepreneurship in
 India was an emerging area and it needed
more focused attention. One of the partici-
pant Mr. Sharma of Aurobindo Society had
 expressed interest to joined hand with
 VESIM to take it further. After two rounds of
 discussion with the team Aurobindo, it was
decided to invite the experts from Social En-
 trepreneurship (SE) arena for discussion to
 plan out road map for further exploration in
SE area.
  
Participants and discussion
  
 Dr Satish Modh outlined the plan of action in
 three phases. In first phase, he suggested to
 locate and identify social entrepreneurs
 across India in all area of SE. In phase two,
 the details analysis would be carried out to
 as why some of SEs succeeded and why
 some failed. It would provide some empirical
 data and reasons which would form the basedata and reasons which would form the base
for phase three work of preparing policy doc-
uments for SEs. For each phase he anticipat-
ed about 3 years of time frame.

The key note speaker Prof. Baxi elaborated
 on relevance of SEs. According to him SE
 created the values that were to be captured
by the stakeholders. SE entrepreneurs devot-
ed their lives to the cause of social uplift-
 ment. In India SE was still more of concept
 selling. There were quite a few people who
 had succeed in this area. Some of them
 were Dr G Venkatswami of Arvind Eye Care
 system of Madurai and Azim Premji of
 WIPRO. He also referred the contribution of
house of Tata in creating a successful pri-
vate municipality in Jamshedpur as success-
ful SE. Though there was no dearth of re-
sources in India for SE yet to get the re-
 source was still a challenge of upcoming
 SEs. He emphasized more on searching for
the real problems of the society and using in-
 novations to resolve it. That was the key to
 success. There was ample of scope to set
up SE for people who were interested in will-
ing to contribute to the society. Social entre-
 preneur could not afford to fail. He/She had
 to continue doing what was initiated by
them.



Dr. Depti Sharma, Technical Head of Terrane-
 ro Enterprises narrated experience of their
intervention in managing mangroves of Dhar-
 avi area of Mumbai. According to her the
role and contribution of government in man-
 aging environment was not adequate. There
 was lot more expected from authorities in
terms policies and support mechanism. She
 also mentioned some of the successful SE in
Eco tourism at Velas in Ratnagiri of Mahar-
ashtra and solid waste management in Dhar-
avi.

Ms .Teenaa Kaur Pasricha - Director/Produc-
er and Screenwriter presented documenta-
ry on saving wild lives of Rajasthan and Na-
 galand. She narrated her experience while
 preparing documentaries which related the
finance, logistics and commitments.

Mr. Sashidhar highlighted some of the fundamen-
 tal issues related to SEs. There was need for
 some assessment models for SEs. He suggested
 to prepare assessment models for SEs. Also
 there was need for training fund managers who
  would finance SEs.

Narendra Vaishampayan of Nirmal wari abhi-
 yan was an employee of Infosys Pune. He had
observed the difficulties of people on pilgrim-
age from Alandi to Pandharpur for morning ab-
 lutions. As the numbers were in thousands the
facilities in villages on the way were not ade-
quate to take care of it resulting in open defeca-
tion. He approached the government authori-
 ties for financial grants to create temporary
 toilet on the ways. According to him, about
78000 toilets were set in 30 villages. The reve-
  nue generation was about 3.8 crores in 2017.
 There was scope for more SEs to join hands in
this clean environment movement.

Conclusion

 Prof. Baxi involved all the participants including the students from audience to highlight the
 take way from the discussion. The groups were formed and after deliberation and guidance
 from the speakers of the meet, each group presented their ideas.  It was decided to have more
such discussions with all stakeholders of SEs.
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Implementation of GST and its
impact

As the second quarter started, there were quite strong talks amongst businessmen and corpo-
rates as what would happen in the upcoming quarter and how much their business will be af-
 fected by the new taxation policy known as GST- Goods and Services Tax. It is widely debated
 whether India’s GST will bring any positive change for its economy, but it has arguably proved
 to be the first step towards plugging the leakages of the current indirect tax structure which it
 aims to replace. GST is essentially a tax which will be levied only once as the good or service
 moves from the manufacturer to the end consumer – unlike the previous taxes, which were
levied multiple times over the goods’ movement from one state to the other, which ultimately in-
creased its final cost. GST is replacing the following taxes levied at various levels:

So, the Finance Cell of VESIM organised a panel discussion for valuable insights and a fruitful
 discussion on its impact, implementation issues and challenges. The panellists for the session
were
:
 CA Prerna Shah - Director, GSC In time Services Pvt Ltd. and core member of Indirect taxes
  committee on GST, ICAI
CA Ashish Goyal -  GM Finance, Vodafone India
CA Ankit Gadiya - Proprietor, A S Gadiya & Associates.CA Ankit Gadiya - Proprietor, A S Gadiya & Associates.

 The seminar started with CA Prerna Shah discussing about commodities on which Service TaxThe seminar started with CA Prerna Shah discussing about commodities on which Service Tax
 and Vat both were levied and GST would be levied; the need for ease of compliance for supply
 of goods, region based taxation, and consumption based taxation. Then she further described
about two hearts of GST- Place of supply and Input tax credit. Further valuation and classifica-
 tion of goods for GST was discussed. And she explained IGST CGST and SGST. Its overall
 impact is positive- as it will increase working capital for most of the companies. And also there
is revision of prices.



CA Ashish Goyal talked about the impact of
 GST on the telecom sector. He said where a
 telecom form used to file only 2 return on
 VAT and sales tax in a year but due to GST, a
 return needs to be submitted every month
 for individual state of business. This has led
 to filing around 1290 GST returns for his firm
 in a year. He pointed the biggest challengein a year. He pointed the biggest challenge
 during submission would be internet issues
as all returns are to be submitted online

 CA Ankit Gadiya gave an overall view of
 issues affecting different businesses. He
 elaborated that no firm would be able to
 make any changes at the year-end in their
 income statement and balance sheet due to
 GST return submitted at the end of every
month. This will bring transparency in busi-
nesses.nesses.

Some of the questions asked by the modera-
tor and the students of VESIM to the panel-
lists are:

Q1 Sir..you said there would be problems as-
 sociated with compliance of GST....so will it
affect our ease of doing business rank-
ing...as we are already lagging behind...rank-
 ing 130th out of 189 countries...your
thoughts on that?

A - No it won’t affect much....as GST was
brought in with the view to remove the multi-
 ple taxation system in India...and also to
ease the process of paying tax through con-
  solidation and online filing of returns.
.

Dr. Charu Banga

However, there would be some initial confu-
 sion/chaos....as to how tax rebate and input
 credit system would work...but eventually
things will get better..
 Q2 Can you please explain what is IGST and
its implications?
A - IGST refers to the Integrated Goods and
 Services Tax which is a part of GST under
 the concept of one nation one tax.  As GST
is a consumption based tax i.e. the tax is re-
ceived by the state in which the goods or ser-
 vices are consumed and not by the state in
 which such goods are manufactured. Also
 IGST is designed to ensure seamless flow
 of input tax credit from one state to another.
 Every state has to deal only with the Central
 government to settle the tax amounts and
 not with every other state, thus making the
process easier

 Q3 What is the effect of GST on telecom
sector?

There are 29 states in India & 7 union ter-A-
 ritories. But the telecom sector services are
not divided as per states but different cir-
 cles across these states. For eg. Mumbai &
 Goa is covered in Mumbai Circle. Mumbai is
 not covered in Maharashtra Circle. In case
 of previous tax system, the company had to
 pay an annual Central tax only. But GST haspay an annual Central tax only. But GST has
 complicated the tax payment for telecom
 sector as 2 GSTs need to be paid, one is
CGST & the other SGST. Now, telecom cir-
 cles covering different states, it becomes
 difficult to pay tax to different states as
 these states may raise issues on division of
tax paid to each.

 Another effect is to the supply chain. The
manufacturer or service providing compa-
ny, say Vodafone, if it sells its product/ser-
 vice to the distributor for say Rs. 90 and the
 distributor sells to a retailer for Rs. 93 and a
 retailer sells to the customer for Rs. 95,
 then the company will have to pay tax on Rs.
 90, distributor on Rs. (93-90) = Rs. 3 and the
retailer on Rs. (95-93) = Rs. 2.
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